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Abstract

We The 4th industrial revolution, the core characteristics of super-intelligence, hyper-connective, and ultra-

reality, has been actualized. New technologies such as artificial intelligence, big data, the Internet of Things, 

and high-tech video have begun to be applied to media and advertising. With the introduction of new 

technologies in the advertising field, innovative changes in advertising types, advertising effects, advertising 

methods, and advertising contents are expected. Accordingly, We intends to design a future advertising 

roadmap development by predicting how future advertising will change and develop through future 

technologies in the 4th industrial revolution era. To design the roadmap, this study analyzes changes in 

advertising technology, consumer, and media as changes in the advertising environment in the 4th industrial 

revolution era, and identifies the core changing trends, advertising factors in future advertising through the 

Delphi Survey on experts in advertising and future fields. We identifies how the future advertising technology, 

types, media, effects, and fields are developed by the changes of future advertising environments, including 

technology, consumers, and media in the 4th industrial revolution era. Hence it is expected to help the 

advertising industry and experts to prepare for future changes.
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I. Introduction

The era of the 4th industrial revolution is actualized, AI, known by AlphaGo in Korea, has been 

familiarized, and the IoT and big data are no longer strange. With the 4th industrial revolution, super-

intelligence, hyper-connective, and ultra-reality are being implemented in all fields. The core technologies, 

implementing this, are applied to the advertising, this tendency has led the changes by adopting Adtech to all 

advertising fields. Besides, the 4th industrial revolution is making the characteristics of consumers, media 

features, and fields change. This change is inevitably causing a change in all advertising fields. It is time to 

predict how these changes will change the future advertising and build future advertising roadmap. It is 

necessary to identify the changes in the type, effects, technology, media, and fields, of the future advertising 

to prepare and respond defensively on this change. Since advertising plays a catalytic role for all industries, it 
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is important to conduct a study to predict the changing trends and advertising factors regarding future 

advertising and to design a roadmap for developing a sustainable advertising industry, education of the 

advertising personnel, and policy-making for advertising.

2. Study Background 

2.1 Ad technology changes in the 4th industrial revolution era               

Advertising is even expressed as technology these days, hence, Adtech leads the changes to the advertising 

in the 4th industrial revolution era. The core technology, leading the 4th industrial revolution, including AI, 

the IoT, big data, and advanced real imaging technology, is also applied to the advertising field, accordingly, 

it drives the changes in advertising. As a technology of AI deep learning, big data mining, and IoT, including 

5G, apply to advertising, the sophisticated personalized, programmatic, and re-marketing advertising is 

spread. The immersiveness, presence, and interest of advertising have been improved since advanced real 

imaging technology, including virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), mixed reality (MR), hologram, 

and 360-degree video are applied. 

Adtech is expected to expand its scope and drive changes in advertising in the future by applying into a 

robot, autonomous vehicle, drone, 3D printing, smart home appliances, and blockchain [1].

2.2 Changes of Consumer in the 4th industrial revolution era

Currently, Consumers in the 4th industrial revolution era have characteristics of 4F. 4F is the initials of 

Feeling, Fiction, Fun, and Freedom [1]. Consumers are interested in stories in which they sympathize with 

and shift towards pursuing new freedoms outside the existing framework. In the 4th industrial revolution, 

consumers value more on the self- empathy than the product itself. Consumers are interested in stories 

beyond information, sought interest with impressions and fun. Consumers prefer sharing over ownership, 

New normal over Normal, and a new digital world over boredom in everyday life, and they seek freedom 

through their own unique lifestyle rather than imitation.

The MZ generation stands at the center of consumption in the 4th industrial revolution era. The MZ 

generation is born between the 1980s and the 2000s, it is named after the Millennials and generation Z. The 

MZ generation is familiar with the digital environment, preferentially uses smart mobiles, and has the 

characteristic of pursuing the latest changing trends and advertising factors in future advertising and unique 

experiences different from others. The MZ generation prefers video, including social media and YouTube 

over traditional media, and they value more on individual happiness and experience rather than the group and 

product itself. They have the characteristics of prosumers, cresumers, and bluesumers, who enjoy 

participating in and experiencing the entire process from product types and characteristics of production 

time[2]. Such changes in consumer characteristics bring changes in all advertising fields inevitably.

2.3 Changes in Media in the 4th Industrial Revolution era

The changes in media cause changes in advertising and kind of message, like a phrase from Marshall 

McLuhan: ‘The media is message'. The media faces a revolutionary change by the core technology in the 4th 

industrial revolution era, such as AI, IoT, big data, and ICT technology as well as change desire of the 

customer, who is a media audience.  The media of the 4th industrial revolution era is changing with 4 

characteristics known as 4P. They are the initial letter of Platform, Participation, Personalization, and 

Presence. 

platform business applied to all fields in the 4th industrial revolution era, broadcasting companies including 
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terrestrial broadcasters, as well as telecommunications and new media providers, are already turning into 

platform types such as OTT(Over The top) and SMR(Smart Media Representative).  Besides, all media are 

transforming into participatory media that can interact with the audience. Interactive broadcasting, in which 

viewers can participate and interact together, plays an important role in broadcasting as well the Internet and 

mobile. 

The personalized social media type has evolved as AI, big data, and IoT technologies apply to the media. 

The characteristics of personal media are expressed explicitly in social, mobile, and broadcast media, and 

even digital signage, digital outdoor media. With this changing trends and advertising factors in future 

advertising, personalized media services are strengthened.

In the 4th industrial revolution era, advanced real imaging technology has strengthened the presence in the 

media.  The image quality has increased from 4K to 8K or higher, so the reality increases. The virtual 

reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), and hologram technologies are applied to the media, this increases the 

audience's immersiveness and maximizes the presence, connecting reality and virtuality. Meanwhile, the 

media field has expanded significantly in the 4th industrial revolution era. Aside from TV, refrigerators, 

micro-ovens, and audio speakers are evolving into media, buildings are changing into media facades. The 

media function is applied to the following fields: autonomous vehicles, drones, 3D printers, human-worn 

glasses, and clothing. This media change in the 4th industrial revolution era has a direct effect on the change

in advertising.

2.4 Previous research

Research into future advertising has recently taken place in various aspects. Kim, Byung-Hee stated that 

future advertising needs new definitions and scope[3]. He defined advertising as ‘a step-by-step 

communication activity that delivers ideas, products, and services using media to influence and persuade the 

audience’ because the definition of existing advertisings could not properly explain the newly developed 

smart era and the future advertising phenomenon. He additionally mentioned that the scope of advertisings 

was continually expanding. Jung, Sang-Soo presented advertisings as performance marketing, influencers, 

entertainment, and platforms as changing trends and advertising factors in the future advertising industry. He 

analyzed that the ability to use new technologies and media wisely would become important in future 

advertising [4].  

In recent years, research on analyzing future advertising is also increasing by applying core technologies 

of the 4th industrial revolution into advertisings. Cha, Young-Ran analyzed AI future environmental change 

with the PEST-SWOT method in the study on AI application strategies in the advertising and media 

industries[5]. she suggested that AI needs to be used for the scientification, objectification, creativity 

enhancement, and systematization of advertising. Song, Ki-In suggested that advertising planning would 

become more sophisticated with the power of AI using big data and algorithms rather than relying on the 

advertising planner's brain and planning power and that advertising planners should have the ability to use AI
[6].

Lee, Hee-Bok analyzed the cases where AI is being used in advertising creative and advertising production 

fields and estimated that advertising would be produced through cooperation between humans and AI in the 

future[7]. He proposed the policy-making related to the advertising and AI preparation of the advertising 

industry to this end.  Kim, Mi-Kyung analyzed the changes brought by AI in the advertising world and 

predicted that these changes would be accelerated in the future [8]. She expected that advertising would focus 

on more precise targeting, customized and personalized advertising, various creative productions, and more 

accurate advertising effect measurement as AI applies to advertisings. 
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Kim, Yuna analyzed that advertising innovation would take place as big data and AI, which are the core 

technologies of the 4th industrial revolution, are applied to advertisings. She predicted that data-driven 

advertising marketing would be the mainstream of the advertising world, and accordingly performance 

marketing, personalized marketing, and lifestyle curation brand marketing would become important [9]. 

Lee, Seong-Mi predicted that advertisings, which stimulate consumers' five senses and immerse reality 

experiences would spread more when VR(Virtual Reality), AR (Augment Reality), and MR(Mixed Reality), 

which are important technologies realizing the ultra-reality of the 4th industrial revolution, are applied to 

advertisings [10]. 

Cho, Chang-Yeon predicted that hologram technology would change from 'seeing advertising' to virtual 

'experiencing advertising'. Especially, the hologram would enhance the advertising effect since it contains 

human visual elements, auditory elements, and tactile elements together in an advertising message[11]. 

Therefore consumers can have a more vivid and realistic experience. Choi, Young-Gyun revealed that 

consumer characteristics and advertising as media and contents are important as influencing factors of 

immersiveness through advertising, engagement, and immersion research. Additionally, he expressed that the 

higher the immersiveness, the more positive the evaluation of the advertising [12].

Oh, Chang-il identified that Adtech would develop further and cause changes in the overall advertising 

ecosystem in the 4th industrial revolution era. It was analyzed that the characteristics of the future of the 

advertising environment, including big contents platform, mobile enhancement, omnichannel activation, and 

storytelling would become important. With this change of advertising environment and application of Adtech, 

it was predicted that advertising would destroy the boundary between daily life and advertising by providing 

super experience and super fun[13].   

3. Research Questions and Methods

3.1 Research Questions

We intends to draw up a future advertising roadmap by predicting how future advertising will change and 

develop in response to changes in the advertising environment, including the future technology of the 4th 

industrial revolution era. To this end, it is intended to identify changing trends and advertising factors in 

future advertising and clarify the main period of changes.  We would like to suggest how the advertising 

industry should prepare for future changes in accordance with changes in future advertising and roadmap. 

Hence, this study draws up the following research questions. 

Research Question 1: What are the major changing trends and advertising factors in future advertising, and 

when is the main point of changes expected?

Research Question 2: How future advertising roadmap is expected to develop and evolve?

3.2 Research Methods

We aims to derive changing trends and advertising factors in future advertising, and the future advertising 

roadmap through the perception and insights of experts in the advertising and future fields. The document 

analysis, in-depth interviews with experts, and the Delphi method of forecasting are applied as a research 

method. The draft is drawn by analyzing the changing trends and advertising factors in future advertising 

through the analysis of the future advertising data, including previous research and in-depth interviews with 

10 advertising experts. The Delphi survey is conducted on 35 panelists selected from experts in the 

advertising fields and futures studies by using the draft of changing trends and advertising factors in future 
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advertising.  We suggest the changing trends and advertising factors in future advertising written as a draft 

in the 1st Delphi survey and research the opinions on the importance and major change period. Besides, we 

allow panels to describe freely on additional opinion for the changing trends and advertising factors in future 

advertising.

In the 2nd Delphi Survey, the opinions on the revised changing trends and advertising factors in future 

advertising are re-surveyed by the results of the 1st Survey and reflecting additional opinions. Along with 

this, the degree of agreement and opinion of the expert panel is allowed to state freely by suggesting the draft 

of the roadmap of the future advertising changes. The importance of changing trends and advertising factors 

in future advertising and the suitability agreement of the proposed future advertising roadmap is set on a 5-

point scale. With the main period of change set by 3 years, it lets to select the changing period as the most 

important trend and advertising factors in the 5 phases by 2035. 

In conclusion, We suggest the opinion for the countermeasures of the advertising industry's response to 

future advertising changes by referring to an interview with an advertising expert.

3.3 The composition of in-depth interview respondents and expert panel

Recruiting people who have abundant expertise in research fields is a key factor to succeed in the 

application of the expert panel of in-depth interviews and Delphi's forecasting method [14]. In this study, 

therefore, 10 experts in the advertising field are recruited as shown in Table1 for an in-depth interview, and a 

total of 35 experts in advertising and future fields are selected for the expert panel of the Delphi Survey as 

shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Composition of Panel for In-depth interview

Fields
Detailed 

fields

Frequency 

(person)

Percentage 

(%)

Advertising 

expert

Planning 3 30.0

Production 3 30.0

Media 2 20.0

Research 2 20.0

Total 10 100.0

Table 2. Composition of Delphi Survey expert panel

Field Division
Frequency 

(person)

Percentage 

(%)

Advertising

Agency 8 23.0

Digital 

Marketing
8 223.0

Media 6 17.0

Research 5 14.0

Future
future 

studies
8 23.0

Total 35 100.0
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4. Study Results 

4.1 Major Change Trends and Advertising factors in the Future advertising, and Timing of Major 

Changes of advertising.

The result of the Delphi survey on Research Question 1— the major trends and advertising factors of the 

future advertising changes, and time point of the major changes — is shown in Table 3.

The expert panel evaluates that the importance of the advertising technology in the future advertising trend 

and the advertising factors on a 5-point scale. The programmatic targeting advertising technology is 4.70, AI 

automatic advertising production technology is 4.03, LBS contextual advertising technology is 4.38, five-

sensory dimensions advertising technology is 4.68, and biometric customized advertising technology is 4.38.

Table 3. Advertising changing trends and advertising factors in future advertising and the time point of 

change

Table 3. Advertising changing trends and advertising factors in future advertising and the 

time point of change

Classification
Advertising changing trends and 

advertising factors in future advertising 

Importance Period of major changes

MEAN SD CV 23 26 29 32 35 CV

Advertising 

Technology 

Programmatic Targeting Advertising Technology 

AI Automatic Advertising Production Technology 

LBS Contextual Advertising Technology 

Five Sensual Stereoscopic Advertising Technology 

Biometric Customized Advertising Technology

4.70

4.03

4.38

4.68

4.38

0.63

0.91

0.70

0.67

0.89

0.18

0.38

0.25

0.20

0.35

0

0

0

0

0

0.20

0.35

0.30

0.41

0.18

Advertising 

Type

Contents Storytelling Advertising

Cross-Medial Remarketing

Shoppable Addressable Advertising

AI Automated PPL Advertising  

Life Ambient Experience Advertising

4.80

4.45

4.21

4.30

4.15

0.56

0.63

0.89

0.60

0.88

0.17

0.23

0.37

0.30

0.37

0

0

0

0

0

0.20

0.25

0.35

0.38

0.40

Advertising 

Media

Video Social Platform Media

The 4th Transform Media

Mobile Human Media

Ultra-Reality Five Sensual Media

AoE Media

4.67

4.43

4.78

4.36

4.23

0.80

0.76

0.61

0.67

0.80

0.21

0.35

0.19

0.29

0.23

0

0

0

0

0

0.18

0.28

0.16

0.29

0.35

Advertising 

Effect 

Measurement

Performance Effect Measurement

Searched Viral Effect Measurement

Mind Moved Engagement Effect Measurement

Attention Capture Effect Measurement

Lifestyle Tracking Sales Effect Measurement

4.75

4.38

4.25

4.08

4.35

0.60

0.68

0.89

0.98

0.67

0.15

0.29

0.32

0.42

0.31

0

0

0

0

0

0.19

0.30

0.25

0.32

0.37

Advertising 

Fields

Entertainment Fields

Commerce Fields

Presence Experience Fields

Context Marketing Fields

Lifestyle Curation Fields

4.80

4.68

4.35

4.57

4.25

0.58

0.65

0.70

0.80

0.63

0.15

0.21

0.36

0.30

0.37

0

0

0

0

0

0.22

0.19

0.28

0.35

0.41
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The Programmatic targeting advertising technology is a technology of  the advertising  exposure, which 

suits the user's characteristics, and it leads the purchase automatically by analyzing the user's data. AI 

automatic advertising production technology is a technology to provide customized advertisings such as the 

comment, story, copy, and production of advertisings automatically by applying AI deep learning technology 

into advertisings. LBS contextual advertising technology is a technology to provide the optimal personalized 

advertising at optimal location and situation, by linking location information technology in connection with 

the characteristics and situation of the customer. Five sensual stereoscopic advertising technology is a 

technology to stimulate the five senses: vision, hearing, touch, smell, and taste. This technology applies to 

VR, AR, MR, hologram, 360 ° video, and scented advertising. Biometric customized advertising technology 

is a technology to provide personalized automatic advertising through biometric recognition such as iris, face, 

and fingerprint.

The evaluation of the importance of advertising types as the contents storytelling advertising types is 4.80, 

cross-media remarketing advertising types is 4.45, shoppable addressable advertising types is 4.21, AI 

automated PPL advertising is 4.30, and life ambient experience advertising types is 4.15.

Contents storytelling advertising type is to provide audiences with fun and emotion by storytelling 

techniques as the audience does not recognize it as advertising but contents instead. Cross-media remarketing 

advertising type is to direct the re-marketing beyond the media type if a user- who searches for tennis shoes 

on the Internet-accesses SNS via mobile, advertising which recommending tennis shoes of a specific brand is 

provided automatically. Shoppable addressable advertising type is to allow users to purchase and pay via 

advertisings, it provides customized advertisings on the broadcast or various media, which suits the 

characteristics of the user with the purpose of sales from the beginning. AI Automated PPL advertising is to 

provide personalized PPL by analyzing big data using AI technology. PPL offers indirect advertising, for 

instance, in the scene of waiting for a traffic light in a drama, the audiences can see that their favorite car 

(sedan, SUV, sports car, light car, etc.) is passing, but it is not part of the original work. Life ambient 

advertising type is to allow consumers to interact interactively and experience naturally in buildings, stairs, 

and natural terrain features that are encountered in everyday life.

The importance of advertising media is evaluated as video social platform media is 4.67, the 4th transform 

media is 4.43, mobile human media is 4.78, ultra-reality five sensual media is 4.63, and AOE media is 4.23.

Video social platform media are YouTube, Instagram, Facebook, and broadcasters such as Netplix, OTT. 

and SMRis also turning into video social platform media.  The application of the 4th transform Media has 

the function of the media. they are autonomous vehicles, drones, 3D printers, smart AI appliances, and robots. 

These will be the flagship industries in the future by the 4th industrial revolution. The mobile human media 

is to have the function of media on things, such as a smartphone, which is carried by consumers such as 

clothing, shoes, and glasses that attached to the body of consumers with mobility. The ultra-reality five 

sensual media provides the presence, which is indistinguishable from virtuality as it offers more vivid image 

quality than reality, and this stimulates 5 senses of consumers. AoE Media stands for Advertising of 

Everything media, all things and the natural environment are functioned as a media that provides advertising.

The importance of the advertising effect measurement is evaluated as performance is 4.75, searched viral 

is 4.38, mind moved engagement is 4.25, attention capture is 4.08, and lifestyle tracking sales is 4.35.

Performance advertising effect measurement is to measure how much achieve real performance marketing 

goals, such as purchasing and participating in events through advertising by analyzing and tracking the data 

of consumers who contact media and advertising. Th Searched viral effect is to measure the viral effect when 

customers search for advertisings by their own will via SNS and word-of-mouth rather than evading the 

advertising. Mind moved engagement effect measurement is to measure how much customers click 'like' on 
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SNS or actively participate in interactive advertising by strengthening the favorable perception of 

advertisings and brands. Advertising attention capture effect measurement is to measure how long the 

advertising can catch the customer's attention rather than simple exposure. Lifestyle tracking sales effect 

measurement is to measure tracking a process, for instance, where consumers who see a specific advertising 

for a new hamburger via a broadcast advertising, they visit a hamburger store and purchase a new product.

The entertainment field is to expand advertising films, advertising dramas, advertising documentary and 

advertising games that provide fun and excitement to consumers by advertising as contents. The commerce 

field is to expand into the field where advertisings generate sales and distribute revenue by taking 

responsibility for planning, production, promotion, and sales of products.  Presence experience field is that 

consumers allow having vivid experience as advertising is exposed naturally in the media and contents that 

maximizing presence, such as realistic images, stereoscopic images, and holographic images. The context 

marketing field is to maximize marketing effect through customized marketing suits the characteristics and 

situation of consumers with AI, big data, IoT, and location information. The lifestyle curation field is to link 

advertising to sales by providing customized lifestyle such as consumer's table composition, fashion style, 

interior composition, weekend leisure activities, and travel packages.

As noted above, future advertising is predicted to have innovative changes in advertising technology, 

advertising types, advertising media, advertising effect measurement, and advertising field. 

The expert panels evaluate the suitability for 3 years from now concerning the main changing period by 

advertising trend and advertising factors: programmatic targeting advertising technology, contents 

storytelling advertising types, video social platform media, performance advertising effect measurement, 

mind moved engagement effect measurement, and advertising field expanding to entertainment. The 

suitability of main changes after 6 years are evaluated as follows: AI automatic advertising production 

technology, LBS context advertising technology, cross-media re-marketing advertising types, shoppable 

addressable advertising types, 4th transform media, mobile human media, browsed viral effect measurement, 

commerce field expansion, and context marketing expansion. The suitability of the main changes after 9 

years is evaluated as follows: five sensual stereoscopic advertising technology, AI automated PPL 

advertising types, ultra-reality five sensual media, attention capture effect measurement, and presence 

experience expansion. The suitability of the main changes after 12 years is evaluated as follows: biometric 

customized advertising technology, life ambient experience advertising type, and lifestyle tracking sales 

measurement. The suitability of the main changes after 15years is evaluated as follows: AOE media, and 

lifestyle curation field.

As a result of expert panel evaluation, the consensus for suitability of major changes by advertising trends 

and advertising factors is that the coefficient of variation is 0.16-0.41, indicating a high degree of agreement. 

If the coefficient of variation used to analyze the results of the Delphi technique consensus is less than or 

equal to 0.5, it is analyzed that panel experts have high agreement and stability.

4.2 Results of Future Advertising development Roadmap

Table 2 shows the result of Delphi's survey, prediction on how future advertising roadmap is changed and 

developed. The evaluation of the suitability of expert panels for this roadmap is high as 0.42 on the 5-point 

scale as shown in Table 5. The stability of agreement is also high as 0.38, the coefficient of variation 

measuring the degree of agreement of the expert panel.
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Table 4. Future Advertising development Roadmap

Table 5. Suitability of future advertising development roadmap

Questionnaire MEAN SD CV

Future advertising development 

Agreement on the suitability for 

roadmap 

0.42 0.68 0.38
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5. Conclusion and Suggestions

We draw up the trend of advertising changes, advertising factors, and future advertising development 

roadmap in the future society, which is changing rapidly by the 4th industrial revolution. These changes will 

be served as a crisis and an opportunity for the advertising industry. It is predicted that the future will bring 

innovative changes. also the advertising industry will face forcible changes. Consequently, we suggest what 

preparations the advertising industry required to respond to future advertising changes as follows.  

First, the advertising industry needs to be interested in changes in the future society and future advertising, 

it is necessary to strive to respond actively to the changes. The Korean advertising industry, which led the 

future changes once in the past, is now unavoidably regarded as an outdated industry since it has not coped 

actively with the change of time. The overall advertising costs, including digital advertising, however, 

continue to increase, and the role of the advertising industry may be further expanded with widening the 

advertising field. The advertising industry needs to deviate from the chicken game which causes self-harmed 

effects such as cutting its own fee.  it has to build the ability to identify, cope, and prepare future changes, 

and it is necessary to make an effort for concerted development of the advertising industry.

Second, the advertising industry must cooperate to cultivate future advertising experts as talented people are 

the key to advertising. The Korean advertising industry will develop when more advertising experts equipped 

with the capability to meet the changes in future advertising. Accordingly, the advertising industry should 

actively cooperate in the re-education of current advertising professionals first to promote future advertising 

capabilities for cultivating future advertising experts. especially, the advertising industry needs to make 

concerted efforts to foster future advertising experts since the absence of public advertising re-education 

institutions, like the previous Kobako educational institutions. Besides, it is necessary to cooperate to 

strengthen future advertising capabilities of preliminary advertising professionals through industry-academic 

cooperation with majors in advertising and public relations at each university.

Third, the advertising industry must make concerted efforts to change advertising policies and regulations 

to respond to the changes in future advertising. It is essential to amend the advertising regulations and 

policies blocked by partitions per media and various regulations to implement future advertising such as 

cross-media advertisings, lifestyle tracking advertisings, and performance marketing advertisings effectively. 

The concerted efforts of related industries are the sole solution to bringing effective changes in policy and 

regulation. The concerted effort of the Korean advertising industry, however, has been too feeble to make 

changes. It is necessary to endeavor together based on the concept that the development of the Korean 

advertising industry is equally important as company development.

Fourth, the Korean advertising industry needs to strengthen social responsibility and advertising ethical 

awareness. From the consumers' point of view, the advertising and advertising industry in Korea is rather 

negative, this is somewhat unfortunate, but the Korean advertising industry is mostly responsible for this 

view. The Korean advertising industry had an indifferent tendency in social contribution activities or 

advertising ethics as they believed that they are unrelated to themselves. Raising consumers' sympathy is key 

in the future society, thereby, the sincerity of the advertising industry should deliver to consumers. To this 

end, it is necessary for the advertising industry to actively participate in social contribution activities and 

advertising ethics activities such as clean contents campaigns and clean advertising to continuously convey 

the perception that the advertising and advertising industries have contributed to society.

The trend of future advertising changes, advertising factors, and the roadmap for future advertising 

development are drawn up in the above.  countermeasures for preparation of Korean advertising industry 

for this change are proposed.
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We may not accurately predict Korea's future advertising changes due to the various limitations, however, 

we hope that it helps the Korean advertising industry to strengthen the future advertising capabilities and to 

respond the future changes by referring to the big trend, direction of advertising changes, and roadmap.
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